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The essential guide to take care of your family’s wellness when you can’t get medical help or
answers immediately. Or you just want to make sure you and your family are ready to safely
weather the next Superstorm Sandy, polar vortex, tornado strike, heat wave, earthquake, or
additional organic disaster.s the worst type of snowstorm it is possible to remember. The ice-
covered roads are abandoned. You hear a boom in the distance, as well as your computer screen
will go blank.s Complete Handbook will take you step by step through the requirements of
medical care during a crisis. A crash and another bang in the house. Maybe you’t have your
inhaler whether you can really beverage your own urine if you run out of water what to feed
your toddler if he includes a fever and you have no medicine plus much more Featuring more
than 100 illustrations, alongside quick quizzes and real-life examples, The Survival Doctor’
Would you know what to do following?ve been stranded by way of a sudden storm when out
camping. Encompassing but going well beyond immediate medical, the book addresses: how to
place a dislocated joint back to place how to prevent hypothermia when your heat has truly
gone out what to do for asthma when you don’t able to get healthcare help right away.s
Complete Handbook will educate you on just what you should know to deal with yourself as well
as your loved ones in the event you aren’ You dial 911, and all you get is usually a busy signal.
Darkness. In the hallway, your husband sits on the floor, soaked in blood. The Survival Doctor’
Perhaps you live by itself in a rural area, and can’t quickly get to a doctor when you harm your
arm.It' Whatever your position and your health needs, The Survival Doctor’s Complete Handbook
is your must-have medical resource.
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 in-laws is normally a nurse and stated this was an excellent book to have on My brother in-laws
is a nurse and said this is a good book to have on hand Great to have readily available Excited to
read this and apply in the event that needed bought for me child, 13, loves it and . ?I am thus
excited to start to see the new publication. I'm a higher School Biology teacher and plan on using
among the pop quizzes about the center with my college students! Hubbard, and, although I
have several medical books, and even one called "What to Do When THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO
Doctor" (which really focuses more on medication in remote places), I found them lacking.
Personally i think like this will 100% can be found in handy for just about any future
emergencies we've. What I especially like concerning this new book is the practical approach,
using clinical evaluation in the lack of diagnostic testing, to determine the issue. I am seeing
doctors today who seem to lack clinical evaluation skills (or just don't use them). bought for me
son,13, loves it and references it often. Another essential point is that Dr..! I might add that,
despite my considerable experience in managing injury and critical disease, I learned much out
of this new book! I also just like the visual helps and myth alert components, which have become
helpful. ... This reserve I'd give as something special to a friend. There is some extremely solid
and practical life saving instructions in this book. Nevertheless, I was expecting even more in
depth advice. On multiple occasions the tips is "take the person to the medical center. The
author discusses products and home remedies. A MUST for each and every Bug Out Bag This is a
great resource to use in emergencies; kind of like a well written, easy to read First-aid manual.
There are thoughtful ideas for choice natural medicines whenever a pharmacy isn't available."
Isn't the idea of the book that professional medical help is not an option? There are selections
for remedies, depending on your situation. An absolute must have for everyone Loved it!I have
some knowledge. I have liked the "Duct Tape 911" reserve by Dr. Great for General Protection
and SHFT Prep This is clear to comprehend and divided by what's needed, preferred items and
appropriate substitutes. I have been a nurse operating ER and Vital Care Units (among the areas)
over an interval of 46 years, that will be why I find so much lacking from the other medical type
books I have. We likewise have the pocket first aid book as well that I continue me in my
backpack all the time. Super book on how best to get by when there's . Hubbard gives practical
suggestions but recognizes that some circumstances really, really need a health care provider,
and he makes the suggestion when it is indicated.. Super book on how best to get by when there
is no telephone, no EMT, no hospital. Hope I don’t see that but if..!.. This reserve is fun to learn
and amazing! Buy this book. Dr. Hubbard has considered almost everything (short of surgery,
needless to say) in this book. I feel like the topics covered in this publication are what
Paramedics need to find out and recall every day. Five Stars This is an absolute must have book
for those that plan ahead for times when we are on our own. Good instructions...A
comprehensive and practical method of survival medicine... This publication is fairly
comprehensive addressing many circumstances not mentioned in various other such books. Four
Stars like it Three Stars It does supply the fundamentals which are valuable.The drawings are
clear to see.. Well worth the read Excellent - interesting yet in simple language and with details
which could be very essential.. Thank you.
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